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7 Best Practices for Data Security 
in Office 365 and Beyond 
How to achieve unified visibility and control for unstructured 
data stored on-premises and the cloud.
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Data Security in a Complex, 
Hybrid World

We are in the midst of a global shift from purely on-premises 
information technology infrastructure to hybrid environments. Many 
enterprises are moving pieces of their corporate email and file sharing 
infrastructure to the cloud where Microsoft Office 365 is the clear 
market leader.

 ▲ Source: Okta Businesses @ Work, January 2017

Using Office 365 alongside on-premises data stores introduces data 
security and governance challenges that must be addressed in the era 
of mega breaches and strict privacy regulations.

Security and risk leaders should implement consistent and sustainable 
data security controls and best practices across their on-premises and 
cloud repositories. 

In this whitepaper, we will discuss:

¤¤ The Rise of “Dark” Data

¤¤ Why Cloud-Centric Security Is Not Enough

¤¤ Enhancing Office 365 Security with Varonis
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Within a 25-year period, organizations have presumably spent billions, 
possibly trillions, moving almost all analog information to a digital 
medium. Sensitive information now lurks in private data centers, 
public clouds, and inboxes. Many enterprises underestimated the risks 
involved, focusing on increased productivity without worrying whether 
data would be safe from hackers, insiders, competitors and even 
hostile nation states.

Data growth raced ahead while information security fell behind, and 
mission-critical information has been left broadly accessible and 
unmonitored in almost every data store. The collateral damage has 
revealed itself through catastrophic breaches at Sony, Equifax, the U.S. 
Office of Personnel Management (OPM) and the Democratic National 
Committee (DNC).

The rise of hybrid cloud environments only exacerbates the risk of 
security incidents. According to Gartner: 

Something had to change.

The Rise of “Dark” Data

1 Gartner Regain Control of Access to Your Unstructured Data Repositories On-Premises and in 
the Cloud, Marc-Antoine Meunier, David Anthony Mahdi, 12 April 2017

Unstructured data repositories have been 
chronically undermanaged and overexposed 

within organizations, and the progressive 
adoption of cloud storage and collaboration 

platforms in recent years has made the 
situation even more complex to manage. 1

https://krebsonsecurity.com/2014/12/sony-breach-may-have-exposed-employee-healthcare-salary-data/
http://www.mcclatchydc.com/news/nation-world/national/national-security/article172078982.html
https://www.opm.gov/news/releases/2015/06/opm-to-notify-employees-of-cybersecurity-incident/
https://www.opm.gov/news/releases/2015/06/opm-to-notify-employees-of-cybersecurity-incident/
https://www.wired.com/2016/07/heres-know-russia-dnc-hack/
https://www.wired.com/2016/07/heres-know-russia-dnc-hack/
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To avoid becoming the next victim, organizations are catching up, and 
now shining a light on their “dark data.” They are performing routine 
data-focused risk assessments, demanding more comprehensive 
security features from SaaS/IaaS vendors, and filling gaps with third-
party security solutions.  However, many of these third-party point 
solutions are partial answers at best; and their deployment can create 
unnecessary complexity that weakens security posture.

As data flows between on-premises storage and cloud repositories 
like Office 365, IT is demanding the ability to answer fundamental data 
security questions about security and appropriate usage. Cloud-Centric 
S

Data Security Is Not Optional

2 Gartner Glossary, https://www.gartner.com/it-glossary/dark-data

Who is accessing, modifying, 
moving, deleting files and email?

Who owns data and how 
do I get them involved?

Which data is exposed 
to too many people?

Who has access to files, 
folders, mailboxes?

What dataisn’t 
being used?

There are many 
questions IT and 

the business 
can’t answer:

Which files contain 
critical information?

https://www.forbes.com/sites/forbestechcouncil/2017/08/07/let-there-be-data-focused-risk-assessments/2/#2b3c17705252
https://www.gartner.com/it-glossary/dark-data
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There are cloud-focused security solutions that try to answer some of 
these questions and address some of the associated security challenges. 

For example, cloud-access security brokers (CASB) is a popular 
category of cloud-centric products that help quell unauthorized use of 
cloud services (shadow IT), block access to unsanctioned cloud apps, 
and prevent unauthorized data from external sharing. They usually 
operate in-line between users and cloud services as a forward and/or 
as a reverse proxy. 

While these functions are valuable, cloud-only solutions are blind to on-
premises infrastructure, mostly blind to hybrid infrastructures, and lack 
advanced security features that enterprises have become accustomed 
to with best-in-class data-centric audit and protection products. 

Gartner describes the key challenges with CASB in their report  
“CASBs Must Not Be Data Security Islands” (April 2017):

¤¤ Many CASBs have DLP inspection capabilities; however, they 
are not yet as robust at content inspection as full-featured 
enterprise DLP and DCAP offerings. 

¤¤ The DLP and DCAP capabilities in CASB currently are limited 
in flexibility across cloud applications, policy uniformity or 
integration with other data security products. 

¤¤ Limited integrations with other enterprise DCAP products can 
lead to a lack of policy enforcement, unified reporting and 
policy assurance.

Cloud-Centric Security 
Is Not Enough
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CASB provides value in an enterprise data security strategy, but by 
themselves do not provide enough coverage to be a primary data 
security solution for Office 365, and of course provide only partial 
coverage in hybrid environments. 

As an alternative or addition to CASB, Some cloud application vendors 
have begun to offer security features. For example, Microsoft has native 
security capabilities in Office 365, however, the consensus among 
analysts and security pros is that to achieve maximum visibility and 
protection the best practice is to enhance Microsoft’s native capabilities 
with third-party products. Not surprisingly, this is especially true for 
hybrid environments.

IT security leaders should understand that new 
data security features must be used as  

part of a well-defined data security governance 
strategy, covering both cloud and on-premises 

data, to achieve their full value. 

— Gartner Report: CASBs Must Not Be Data Security Islands, April 2017 
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Siloed security tools that fill small gaps can become costly and increase 
complexity and risk. Varonis replaces traditionally disparate security 
tools by providing a single solution to allow security teams to centrally 
orchestrate their data security controls and uniformly enforce policies 
across a variety of data repositories — on-premises and in the cloud.

Below are seven unique capabilities that highlight how the Varonis 
Data Security Platform enhances Office 365’s built-in security features.

1. Unified Control for On-Premises and Office 365 Data

2. 360o Permissions Visibility& Management

3. Sensitive Data Discovery

4. Comprehensive Auditing & Monitoring

5. Advanced Threat Detection (UEBA)

6. Risk Remediation & Least Privilege Automation

7. Data Owner-Driven Access Governance

Enhancing Cloud Security 
with Varonis
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According to Gartner’s strategic assumptions, “Through 2020, more than 
85% of enterprises adopting a cloud-first strategy will continue to host 
business-critical applications in traditional data center environments.” 3

With the lion’s share of unstructured data still living on-premises, a 
major drawback of native security tools in Office 365 is obvious: they 
cannot provide unified control for cloud and on-premises data, resulting 
in duplicate processes, applications, alerting, and reporting for hybrid 
environments.

Varonis is a unified security platform for data on-premises and in the 
cloud, helping to ensure that only the right people have access to data 
at all times, all use is monitored, and abuse is flagged.

Agentless installation

Collects events via Microsoft’s official APIs

Installs in minutes

1 Unified Control for On-Premises 
and Office 365 Data

3  Gartner Market Trends: Lead the On-Premises Market by Focusing on Characteristics That Drive On-Premises 
Decisions,Scot MacLellan, 25 October 2017
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It can be extremely difficult, or impossible, to quickly pinpoint which 
OneDrive folders, SharePoint sites, and Exchange mailboxes a user or 
group can access. It’s even harder to find at-risk data, identify sensitive 
folders and objects that have been shared externally, and remediate 
permissions that are no longer needed.

Varonis gives you a holistic view of data access across Office 365 and 
on-premises repositories. Within seconds, IT can instantly visualize or 
report on potential access for any user or group in Active Directory, 
Azure AD, or a local system, pinpoint over-exposed sensitive data, and 
identify excessive permissions.

2 360o Permissions Visibility 
& Management
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A powerful commit engine can simulate access control changes in a 
sandbox and commit them when ready. There’s no need to understand 
all of the idiosyncrasies between Office 365 and on-premises 
permissions models--Varonis provides a single abstract interface for 
managing data access.
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Office 365 customers need to determine where their sensitive data 
is located to perform risk assessments, monitor for threats, and 
prioritize where permission remediation is required. Microsoft’s 
built-in classification (via Secure Islands / AIP) requires manual rule 
creation and tagging--which can be especially cumbersome in large 
environments--and won’t extend to on-premises data stores.

Varonis Data Classification Engine classifies sensitive data in OneDrive, 
SharePoint Online, and on-premises stores. The Varonis platform, which 
will integrate seamlessly with AIP, provides much-needed context 
around the sensitive content that it finds, allowing you to prioritize and 
successfully protect it, remain compliant, and avoid data breaches.

Data Classification Engine has a wide array of built-in compliance 
packs for regulations such as GDPR, HIPAA, SOX, PCI-DSS, etc., 
while providing the ability to create custom rules, perform algorithmic 
verification, add manual flags, and even automatically quarantine or 
delete sensitive content that is out-of-policy.

3 Sensitive Data Discovery
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While it is possible to audit the behavior of users in Office 365, it 
is difficult to piece together activity across individual Office 365 
applications, which can result in hindered security investigations and 
undetected threats. 

Varonis provides centralized auditing and alerting in Exchange  
Online, SharePoint Online, and OneDrive. A unified, searchable audit 
trail combines a user’s Office 365 activity with on-premises access 
activity on NAS devices, Active Directory, file shares, UNIX, Exchange, 
and more. 

4 Comprehensive Auditing  
& Monitoring
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Microsoft provides basic (static) threat modeling, but the native tools lack 
in-depth context about the user behaviors across all products and can’t 
detect when accounts are exhibiting suspicious behavior on-premises. 

While there are some canned rules, they aren’t a substitute for 
dynamic, behavior-based threat detection. They lack the ability to 
create advanced threat models or suppress false positives, making the 
built-in user behavior analytics engine (UEBA) in Office 365 insufficient 
for most SOCs.

Varonis analyzes user activity and behavior across hybrid environments 
and builds behavioral baselines for every account. Its Data Security 
Platform analyzes data access events in context with data sensitivity, 
permissions, and Active Directory metadata, resulting in accurate alerts 
and fewer false positives. 

With over 100 threat models, Varonis alerts on everything from unusual 
mailbox activity, to insider threats, to known ransomware behavior. 
Security teams have the flexibility to use the DatAlert dashboard or 
send alerts to an integrated SIEM.

5 Advanced Threat 
Detection (UEBA)

DatAlert is the most-reviewed UEBA product on Gartner Peer Insights. 
Read about customer results → 

Gartner Peer Insights reviews constitute the subjective opinions of individual 
end-users based on their own experiences, and do not  represent the views 
of Gartner or its affiliates.

https://www.gartner.com/reviews/market/user-and-entity-behavior-analytics/vendor/varonis
https://www.gartner.com/reviews/market/user-and-entity-behavior-analytics/vendor/varonis
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Microsoft provides limited permission visibility and sensitive data 
discovery, doesn’t help prioritize remediation efforts, offers no way to 
simulate changes, and lacks  centralized mechanism to make changes 
to both Azure AD group membership and container permissions.  
These limitations make it very difficult to get to and sustain a least 
privilege model. 

Varonis prioritizes your biggest risks, whether they’re on-premises  
or in Office 365, and gives you the ability to remediate them with 
minimal effort.

With Varonis, customers immediately identify and protect sensitive 
content in globally accessible file shares, SharePoint sites, and 
OneDrive folders–including externally shared links. Varonis helps 
you simplify the permission structure on all platforms and revoke 
unnecessary permissions without affecting end users by simulating 
permission changes before applying new permissions.

6 Risk Remediation & Least 
Privilege Automation
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Involving data owners in the permissions review process is critical 
to sustaining a least privilege model. However, Microsoft does not 
provide the ability to easily identify data owners in Office 365, nor 
does it involve them in critical access governance workflows, such as 
entitlement reviews.

Varonis identifies likely data owners based on actual user activity. Once 
an owner is assigned, entitlement reviews and authorization workflows 
can be automated. This saves time, reduces IT burden, and helps you 
make measurably better access control decisions.

7 Data Owner-Driven 
Access Governance

Today users can request access to a group, and 
the data owners are automatically involved in the 
decision to either grant or revoke access without 
IT intervention. This not only speeds the process 
up, but also frees up IT to perform other tasks. 

— Serena Lee, Senior Security Analyst, AXA Wealth
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Live Demo
Set up Varonis in your own environment and see how 
to stop ransomware and protect your data.

info.varonis.com/demo

Data Risk Assessment
Get your risk profile, discover where you’re vulnerable, 
and fix real security issues.

info.varonis.com/start

Get a Personalized Office 365 
Risk Assessment

Varonis is a
Fantastic Solution

https://www.gartner.com/reviews/market/UserandEntityBehaviorAnalytics/vendor/varonis
https://info.varonis.com/demo
https://info.varonis.com/start

